The zoetrope, a device to study and play with the way the mind inferred motion from an interrupted series of slightly different images, was used in the Psychology Laboratory at Harvard to study persistence of vision and to explore emotional reactions to the content of the movie strips. This strip depicts a swimming whale playfully surfacing and diving while a seagull flies overhead. The whale below the waterline is blue and the water is aquamarine.

There are many resources available online on how to create your own zoetrope.

**Harvard Museums of Science & Culture (HMSC)** is a partnership of four Harvard museums that present captivating programming for all ages and a dynamic array of permanent and changing exhibits. HMSC invites you to connect with Harvard University's distinctive collections and vital research on human civilizations, biodiversity, and the history of Earth and science.

Share your creations with us on social media #ColorOurCollections and #HMSCconnects

**Continue exploring our museums:**

HMSC connects!

Collection of Historical Scientific Instruments

Harvard Museum of the Ancient Near East

Harvard Museum of Natural History

Peabody Museum of Archaeology & Ethnology